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 Highlights and New Features 
 

Summary 
We are pleased to confirm there is an upgrade to the INX SAM Suite V 6.3.15. Within this 
version the following features and fixes have been applied. 

 

Highlights 

 

 

New Features 
1. Introducing an availability graph on the Check Availability page, making it easier to identify 

camp availability at a glance. Each day is broken down into different room types with over 
allocation highlighted in red.  

Please contact INX Support for additional information 

 

2. SAM Group Master page has been enhanced with a new “Add“ button for adding new group 
details at the top and bottom of the grid and has the now has the ability to select multiple 
group details and delete them 

 

SAM Quick links 

SAM Quick Link shortcut: Allow user to quickly search and navigate across SAM pages 
Ctrl+Shift+F is the SAM quick find short-cut to search for pages, profiles or parameters. 

WF documents to include Private Notes for Final Approvers only 

When adding Private notes to a Workflow request they are only available for 
approvers of WorkFlow documents which are not visible to Requesters, Mid Level 
approvers or included within email confirmations regardless if the document is active, 
completed or cancelled. 
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Improvements 

1 Workforce Report SRF246 Run Resource Mobilisation and Demobilisation Report has been 
improved to include the Demob type in the Demob tab.  

2 Gender field in SAM has been updated to default to “Please Select” rather than Male  

SAM |Transport | No show page has been enhanced with a new “Send SMS“ option so that 
SMS can be sent to passengers from the No show page.  

3 SRF194 Transport Manifest by Location has been improved to include luggage weight in 
the(/of) additional profile fields.  

4 SRF255 Automated Booking Status Report have been enhanced to include the Tenement 
number where applicable. [#15791]  

5 Workforce Report SRF105 Breathalyser has been improved to include additional profile fields. 
[#15322]  

6 SRF305 EOM Transport Movement And Contractor Hours has been updated to include the 
Employer and Position in the Raw Data sheet [#15287]  

7 Added the visibility of crews for a workflow requester who has the role of Request on Behalf 
of Exist or Request on Behalf of New  

8 Improved Commercially Managed flights by allowing the final approver to see the total 
booked seats on the flight. [#15151]  

9    Updated Workforce Reports that require a Title to return the Title Name when sending to an      
Email account. [#27099] 
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Fixes 
 

1. Fixed an issue in SAM when an error popped while updating flight description that has carrier 
booking interface. [#16425]  

2. Fixed an issue in SAM when an error was being received for profiles that have custom profile fields. 
[#16454]  

3. Fixed and issue where SRF194 Transport Manifest by Location was not returning correct 
multisector information. [#16029]  

4. Fixed an issue in SAM where the SAM dashboard was showing inactive transport. [#16296]  

5. Fixed an issue where an error was occurring in profile fields when more characters were added to 
the profile field and no validation message was appearing.  

6. Fixed an issue when a new booking was raised and no transport was selected and requestor 
attempted to send to another approval group.  

7. Fixed an issue with the Transport Schedule page, when increasing seat numbers on a transport that 
has waitlisted passengers, the passengers are now promoted from having a waitlisted to a confirmed 
booking.  

8. Fixed an issue in SAM Event Management when a user selected camp in event crew page the loader 
keeps spinning. [#15264]  

9. Fixed an issue where final approvers were able to decline a document in 2 workflow tabs. [#13935]  

10. Fixed an issue when reactivating a profile, the phone number validation is invoked and and a 
warning message is displayed if the phone number is in use by another profile. [#13992] 

11. Fixed an issue in SAM Event Management when users were unable to add a new crew to an 
ongoing event for today. [#15337] 
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